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Welcome to the latest edition of Rural Times.
I am fortunate in my core role to be the District
Commander for two very different areas; Havant and
East Hants. This stretches from the coastline and
beaches of Hayling Island right up through the rolling
countryside around the market towns of Alton and
Petersfield.
I am also Hampshire Constabulary’s Tactical Lead for
Rural Policing, reporting directly to Assistant Chief
Constable Maggie Blyth as our Strategic Lead.
I work very closely with our expert, Rural Policing Inspector Korine Bishop - who many of
you will know and have met or worked with.
The challenges facing all areas of our rural communities in the last year or so have been
unprecedented. The coronavirus pandemic has placed many people in the most difficult of
circumstances, and we have seen amongst other things increased feelings of rural isolation.
There has also been the knock-on effects of restaurants and bars being closed for so long
and demand falling away for many of the products, which farmers and estates produce.
We have seen crime levels overall decrease, but some types of crime have increased and
sometimes in ways none of us could have predicted. For example, more people staying at
home and buying dogs as family pets, then taking them out into local, rural areas without
always having the knowledge and due consideration the effect their dog can have on sheep
or cattle.
So as always, there is much work to be done. Key to us getting that right is us being open
and transparent with you, sharing with you what we are doing and listening to your views
and feedback.
One way in which we are hoping to do that is with the introduction of Barn Meets, starting
this autumn. We will explain in more detail elsewhere in this publication how we see them
working, but they present a great opportunity for us to meet with local communities, listen to
concerns, and talk through problems and for us all to share ideas and next steps.
Finally, I would urge you to continue to report crimes and suspicious activity to us via the
Hampshire Constabulary website or calling 101. As always, if a crime is in progress dial 999.

Police and Crime Commissioner, Donna Jones,
visits Hampshire’s rural team
Working together to tackle rural crime and
anti-social behaviour, including speeding
and animal casualties, theft of machinery
and animal worrying, was top of the agenda
for Police and Crime Commissioner, Donna
Jones’ recent visit to the New Forest.
The new Police and Crime Commissioner,
Donna Jones spent the day in the New
Forest in July to meet with a number of
partners to gain an in-depth understanding
of the policing challenges in the rural district,
community concerns.
During her visit Commissioner Jones went out in Stoney Cross with Inspector Korine Bishop,
Hampshire Constabulary Rural Policing and Countrywatch lead to find out more about the
measures already being taken to tackle rural crime such as the use of drones. This included
meeting with Forestry Commission Rangers and some of the Constabulary’s mounted
volunteers who look out for crime and anti-social behaviour such as fly-tipping, theft, deer
poaching and sheep rustling, and report back to the police if they see anything suspicious.
Police and Crime Commissioner, Donna Jones, said: “I really enjoyed meeting with the
Forestry Commission, with the mounted patrol volunteers and also with the police and
residents across the New Forest to hear about the really strong sense of community spirit,
but also hearing feedback on issues to do with the safety of animals in relation to speeding
traffic, anti-social behaviour and theft.
“We know that rural residents are feeling increasingly vulnerable to being the victims of
crime and can feel neglected by police in favour of urban centres. Much is being done to
increase capacity and capability to deal with crime in Hampshire and the Isle of Wight’s rural
areas, including mobile CCTV, drone technology, increasing numbers of police officers and
having a more visible presence.
“I would also urge residents to please keep reporting crime, it is only by knowing when and
how frequently incidents are happening that the right level of resourcing can be allocated.”
Rural Policing Inspector, Korine Bishop, said: “We are really pleased to be working closely
with the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) and really value the fact that she has
outlined rural crime as one of her top priorities to tackle in the near future.
“The impact of rural crime across our local communities is not lost on us, and we want to do
everything that we can to prevent residents from becoming victims of crime. By working in
close partnership with the PCC, as well as South East regional PCCs, we want to ensure
that we have a joined up approach to tackling criminality in rural areas and bringing those
responsible to justice – including those involved in cross-border organised crime.”
The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner also created a short video about the
PCC’s visit which can be accessed here.

Guidance for the public if they collide with, or
come across, an injured deer in the New Forest
This time of year often brings with it a rise in deer vehicle collisions. The following advice is
what to do if you are involved in one, or become aware of a situation in which you might
need to know what to do next.
If you see an injured deer on the roadside?
- Pull over at a safe place
- Call Hampshire Constabulary via 101
- Giving as precise a location as you can (e.g. via
use of What3Words
- Hampshire Constabulary will deal with the
situation and have access to specialist officers
- Do not try to assist or move the deer as this can
put you in danger
If you hit a deer while driving, your priorities, in this order, are:
- Keep yourself and anyone with you as safe as you can
- Park your car in the safest place with hazard lights on
- Call an ambulance if required for any injuries sustained to people involved in the collision
- Call Hampshire Constabulary via 999 immediately
If a deer has been hit and is alive and still visible at roadside:
- It is best not to approach, as it may cause it to run across traffic causing another accident
- Do not move or handle live deer, this needs a trained specialist. Do not place it in your car
- Call Hampshire Constabulary via 999 immediately
- Giving as precise a location as you can (e.g. via use of What3Words)
- They will deal with the situation and have access to specialist officers
Dorothy Ireland, Trustee / Director of British Deer Society (BDS) and Chairman of the
Wessex branch of BDS, said: “In Hampshire, there are about 40 humane animal
dispatchers, who are volunteers, and are qualified and experienced in dealing with an injured
deer or other large animal on the roadside.
“Often, poor driving conditions such as heavy rain or driving late at night and / or early
morning during winter months, sadly contribute to the many deaths of deer, horses and
ponies in the New Forest each year. In addition, deer are at high-risk of being disturbed by
members of the public when visiting the New Forest, often meaning that deer flee from the
area and scatter into the road – where they are likely to be struck by passing cars.
“We have signs on the A35 just outside of Lyndhurst, and across other areas of the Forest,
to remind people that they are travelling through high-risk route areas.
“We need to make people sit up and think about the wider risks posed to deer if they are
disturbed in Forest areas, or if people are exceeding speed limits, causing unnecessary risk,
injury and sadly at times, death.”
For full advice and further information, please visit the British Deer Society website.

Rural crime cost Hampshire
more than £1.2m last year
Rural crime across Hampshire cost £1,240,000 last
year according to leading rural insurer NFU Mutual’s
latest Rural Crime Report.
Across the UK, rural raiders got more ‘bang for their
buck’ as they turned their focus onto smaller, high-value targets including farming Global
Positioning Systems (GPS).
Other rural crimes, including dog attacks on livestock and fly-tipping rose sharply across the
UK. The value of sheep and cattle attacked by dogs shot up by 10% in 2020 to £1.3m in a
year, which saw a surge in pet ownership and countryside visits.
Fly-tipping in fields, gateways and country lanes reached epidemic proportions as waste
recycling centres restricted access, leaving farmers to deal with the clean-up and risks to
their health and that of their livestock and the environment.
Hampshire and Isle of Wight NFU adviser James FitzGerald said: “Even though crime has
dropped during the pandemic, rural crime has still been taking place across Hampshire and
the Isle of Wight and it continues to impact rural communities. We welcome the greater
collaboration between forces in tackling serious and organised crime gangs targeting high
value equipment – and we continue to remind our members of steps they must take to
protect GPS kits and quad bikes, in particular.
“Sadly, we’ve seen an upsurge in the number of dog attacks on livestock. However, we are
heartened by the approach of Hampshire Constabulary, which takes these incidents
seriously and always seeks to investigate. Earlier this year, a professional dog walker was
successfully prosecuted and fined, the case serving as a warning to others to use a lead
when walking dogs near farm animals.”
Hampshire Constabulary’s Rural Crime Inspector, Korine Bishop, said; “We welcome the
findings of NFU Mutual’s report into rural crime and we remain committed to tackling rural
crime and anti-social behaviour in our local rural communities.
“While the enforced Government restriction across a number of lockdown periods certainly
played its role in reducing the level of crime in certain areas across the county, unfortunately,
there were still small influxes of individuals using the countryside and rural areas
inappropriate – including incidents of fly-tipping, livestock worrying and other such matters.
“Our officers have also been working tirelessly over the last 12 months to identify those
responsible for a rise in theft of quad bikes and ATV vehicles – targeting organised criminal
gangs who often work cross-border in an attempt to steal these valuables. The impact that
this has on farmers and landowners is not lost on us, and that is why we have conducted
numerous operations across North Hampshire to disrupt this criminality.
“We will be working alongside our core partner agencies in the coming weeks and months to
bring those responsible for various acts of rural crime to justice.”
Click here to access the NFU Mutual Rural Crime Report 2021.

“We can all help to reduce poaching
and rural crime”
The importance of game shooting to the rural community and the wellbeing of the
countryside and its wildlife is well recognised. This contribution relies on the efforts and
dedication of gamekeepers, stalkers, ghillies, game and fishery managers plus those that
live and work in the countryside. However, all this valuable work can be jeopardised by
illegal poaching of game, deer and fish.
Gamekeepers and the shooting community are often those most affected by, or witness to,
poaching and rural crime. Not only can illegal taking of game and fish and the damage that
many poachers do to crops and land cost thousands of pounds, but poachers are usually
involved with many other rural crimes from theft of dogs and livestock to burglary.
The British Association for Shooting and Conservation (BASC) is the national representative
body for shooting sports with a membership of over 150,000.
Michelle Nudds, Acting Regional Director of BASC’s South East
England region, said: “We are committed to raising awareness of
poaching as a serious wildlife crime. We look to build better trust
and relationships between the police and local communities, and
as a result, improve prevention activity, intelligence and
enforcement success. The key to this is gathering information. If a
prosecution is to be successful it is vital that gamekeepers and
police officers can identify poaching offences and gather every
piece of available evidence.
“Across the country, as well as here in Hampshire, BASC works closely with rural crime
teams and Wildlife Crime Officers, providing training days focusing on areas including
legislation, deer management, pest control, trapping and identifying crimes involving deer
and hare poaching.”
BASC is a key partner in the England and Wales Poaching Priority Delivery Group (PPDG).
The PPDG works with the National Wildlife Crime Unit (NWCU) and is focused on building a
greater level of public awareness of poaching, building relationships between law
enforcement and local communities, and increasing prevention and enforcement.
BASC and other key rural organisations work with the NCWU on a strategy to convince
prosecutors and courts that poaching cases are worthy of prosecution and to ensure
adequate penalties and compensation.
Michelle Nudds, continued: “Unfortunately poaching and other rural crime often goes
unreported. If the police are unaware of the level of rural crime in a particular area, it is hard
for them to devote the appropriate resources.
“As such, it is vital that everyone who lives or works in the countryside takes action. If you
are aware of a crime in progress call 999. If there is no immediate threat, please call
Hampshire Constabulary using the 101 non-emergency number. If you are able to, provide a
detailed location using apps such as the Project.Poacher and what3words.”
You can find more information and downloads on the BASC rural crime website pages.

Be aware: Help is available to victims or those
who have been victims of domestic abuse
Domestic abuse in rural areas is different.
According to the Rural Services Network, ‘abuse lasts, on average, 25 times longer in the
most rural areas. The sense of isolation, of being alone without support, or ways to travel to
a place of safety means the more rural the setting, the higher the risk of harm.’
Sadly, cases of domestic abuse are now commonplace and this is beginning to occur in
areas that are more rural too.
Domestic abuse and intimate partner violence disproportionately affects women, but it does
also affect men and has a huge impact on children. Domestic abuse takes many forms
whether that be physical, sexual, psychological or financial abuse. It also includes victims
who are being threatened, intimidated, stalked or harassed by a current or previous partner
or close family member.
There is no simple way to “spot” whether a
person is experiencing domestic abuse, but
a pattern of abuse could include:
- absence from work, school or social events
- fear of their partner or references to
partner’s anger
- personality changes
- repeated unexplained injuries
It is vitally important for victims and survivors
to remember that they are not to blame for
what is happening. Likewise, they are not alone, and above all, they do not have to suffer in
silence.
Help is available to them.
Rural Crime Inspector Korine Bishop, said: “Domestic abuse, of any kind, will not be
tolerated. We will always investigate all lines of enquiry and work closely with third-party
support organisations, such as Stop Domestic Abuse and other locally commissioned
services, in order to support victims and bring those responsible to justice.
“We would urge anyone that has been a victim of domestic abuse, should they feel
comfortable in doing so, to come forward and to report this to the police or organisations like
Stop Domestic Abuse. We appreciate that this might be difficult, but allows us the
opportunity to provide you with the support you and other family members may require, but
also for us to pursue criminal proceedings if appropriate.
“You are not alone – we are here to support you. If it is an emergency, please dial 999.”
For more information on how to report domestic abuse please visit the Hampshire
Constabulary website, while other support and information is also available here.

Rural round-up
Dog walker convicted and fined after livestock worrying
Officers received reports of livestock worrying
incident and fatally wounded a pig on Thursday
5 November 2020 between 2pm and 2.45pm in
a wooded area close to Ashurst train station.
A dog, which had reportedly escaped from its
lead, attacked a pig at the Open Forest in
Ashurst. The dog then returned to its owner,
but sadly the pig had been fatally wounded as
a result of the attack.
A 35-year-old woman from Southampton was convicted of livestock worrying at
Southampton Magistrates Court on 27 July 2021. She was issued with a £300 fine – with an
additional compensation payment of £200 to the victim – as well as £85 prosecution costs
and £30 payable to fund to victims services.
She was also ordered to sign a Dog Behaviour Contract requiring them to keep their dog on
a lead at all times when in a public place when in close vicinity to livestock.
This particular case, unfortunately, is commonplace in rural areas. Livestock Worrying
offences can cause significant impact financially to a farmer in order to treat injuries or
replace the loss of livestock, while having a detrimental effect on the livestock farming
business.

Update on national illegal hare coursing offences
The operational name for illegal hare coursing – Op Thornley – has been used by
Hampshire Constabulary for a considerable period now; and is often quoted by members of
the public when reporting incidents to the police.
However, a decision has been made at a
national level; to bring uniformity to the way in
which illegal hare coursing is recorded. It is
now referred to as Operation Galileo – which
has been supported by the National Wildlife
Crime Unit who provide investigative support
and funding to tackle illegal hare coursing
within the UK.
This is a very positive step forward and
ensures all police forces are focusing on this
as a priority and working together to combat
this crime type.
It is hugely important that this new operation name becomes well known within rural
communities so that police forces can link and track incidents. If you need to make a hare
coursing report, quote Operation Galileo.

Ongoing efforts to combat theft of quad bikes and ATVs in rural communities
Our officers have conducted a number of targeted operations in rural areas in recent weeks
and months that has been supported by our Country Watch team, Response and Patrol,
Neighbourhood Policing Teams, along with our neighbouring forces.

This is all in an attempt to disrupt and dismantle
organised crime gangs who are operating cross-border
to locate and steal quad bikes, ATVs, plant and
agricultural machinery, as well as power tools and other
vehicles from rural locations. As such, there will be an
increased policing presence within key areas in the
coming months to target those responsible.

If you, or local residents, see anything suspicious then please call 101, or report it via
Hampshire Constabulary’s online reporting tool. As always, if a crime is in progress, then
please dial 999 immediately.

Rural Policing Inspector takes up national equine role
We have an update for you - Rural Policing Inspector Korine Bishop has been appointed as
the new Chair of the National Equine Priority Delivery Group.
The role will present Inspector Bishop an
opportunity to speak with other forces from across
the UK, as well as partners such as the British
Horse Society, RSPCA, World Horse Welfare,
Trading standards and Horse Trust, at a national
level. This is alongside her role within Hampshire
Constabulary.
It will allow for best practices in relation to equine
crime to be brought back into the Force, so that
these can be discussed at a local level and
implemented if appropriate.
The Equine crime operational objectives remain the reduction of:
• Horse trailer and horse box theft
• Horse theft
• The theft of tack and
• Cases of fly-grazing and neglect
We look forward to providing you with updates and outcomes from the Priority Delivery
Group over the coming months as discussions and ideas are progressed.

